
CHAPTER XIV 

SOME PROPERTIBS OF POLYNOMIALS IN GENERAL 

60. Factors and Reducibility. 
introduce certain conceptions of 
subsequent work. 

In the present section we will 
fundamental importance in om 

DEFINITION 1. By a factor or divisor of a polynomial f in a11y 
number of variables is understood a polynomial cp which satisfies a1 

identity of the form ¡ = cp,¡r, 
,¡r being also a polynomial. 

It will be noticed that every constant different from zero is a 
factor of every polynomial; that every polynomial is a factor of a 
polynomial which vanishes identically; while a polynomial which 
is a mere constant, different from zero, has no factors other than 
constants. 

W e note also that a polynomial in x1, .. • xn which is not identically 
zero cannot have as a factor a polynomial which actually containa 
any other variables. 

The conception of reducibility, which we have already met in 
a special case (§47~ we define as follows: 

DEFINITION 2. A polynomial is said to be reducible if ít is iden
_,ically equal to the product of two polynomials neither of which i, a 
constant. 

In dealing with real polynomials, a narrower determination of 
the conception of reducibility is usually desirable. W e consider, 
then, what we will call reducibility in the domain of reals, a con
ception which we define as follows: 

DEFINITION 3. A real polynomial is said to be reducible in tli, 
domain oj reals if it is identically equal to the product of two otM 
real polynomials neither ,of which is· a constant. 
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In many branches of algebra still another modification of the 
conception of reducibility plays an important part. In order to 
explain this, we first lay down the following definition: 

DEFINITION 4. A set of numbers is said to form a domain of 
rationality if, when a and b are any numbers of the set, a + b, 
a- b, ab, and, so far as b * O, a/b are also numbers of the set. 

Thus all numbers, real aud imaginary, form a domain of ration
ality, and the same is true of all real numbers. The simplest of all 
domains of rationality, apart from the one which contains only the 
single number zero, is what is known as the natural domain, that is ali 
rational numbers, positive and negative. A more complicated domain 
of rationality would be the one consisting of all numbers of the form 
a+ b v=-1, where a and b are not merely real, but rational. These 
illustrations, which might be multiplied indefinitely, should suffice to 
make the scope of the above definition clear. * 

DEFINITION 5. A polynomíal all of whose coefficíents líe in a 
domain of rationality R is said to be reducible in this domain if it is 
identically equal to a product of two polynomials, neither of which is a 
CfJnstant, whose coe.fficíents also líe in this domain. 

lt will be noticed that Definitions 2 and 3 are merely the special 
cases of this definition in which the domain of rationality is the 
domain of all numbers, and the domain of all reals respectively. To 
illustrate these three definitions. we note that the polynomial x2 + 1 
is reducible according to Definition 2, since it is identically equal to 
(z+ -vC"l) ( x - v=-1). It is, however, not reducible in the domain 
of reals, nor in the natural domain. On the other hand, e - 2 is 
reducible in the domain of reals, but not in the nat11ral domain. 
~'inally, x2- 4 is reducible in the natural domain. 

Leaving these modifications of the conception of reducibility, we 
close this section with the following two definitions: 

DEFINITION 6. Two polynorníals are said to be relatively prime iJ 
they have no common factor otlter than a constant. 

• By R (a¡, <l2, • •· an) is understood the domain of rationality consisting of ali 
numbers which can be obtained from the given numbers ai, ... a.. by the rational pro. 
eesses (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division). In thisnotation the natural 
domain would be most simply denoted by R (1); the domain last mentioned in the 
lext by R (1, Y-l)or, even more simply, by R (v=l). Thisnotation would notapply 
t.o ali cases ( e.g. the real domain) except by tbe use of an infinite number of argnments. 
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DEFINITION 7. Two methods off actoring a polynomial shall A. 
said to be not essentially diff erent if there are the same number " oJ 
f actors in each case, and these f aetors can be so arranged that tl&e itl 
f actors are proportional for all values of k, from 1 to n inclusive. • 

EXERCISES 

l. Prove that every polynomial in (x, y) is irreducible ü it is of the form 
f(x) + Y, 

1111here f (x) is a polynomial in x alone. 
W ould this also be true for polynomials of the form 

f(x) + y2? 

2. If f, q,, .¡, are polynomials in any number of variables which satisfy \he 
relation / = q> y,, 
and ü the coeflicients of f and q> Iie in a. certain domain of rationality, prove thal 
the coeflicients of .¡, will lie in the same domain provided q> :JE O. 

6L The Irreducibility of the General Determinant and of the Sylli· 
metrical Determinant. 

THEOREM 1. The determinant 

ªnt ªn2 aM 

is an irreducible polynomial if its n2 elements are regarded as ind,. 

pendent variables. 

For suppose it were reducible, and let 

D-=f(aw ··· a,.n) cp(aw ... anr,), 

where neither f nor cp is a constan t. Expanding D according to tbe 
elements of the first row, we see that it is of the first degree in "u· 
Hence one of the two polynomials f and cp must be of the firs, 
degree in ªw the other of the zeroth degree. . Precisely the same 
reasoning shows that if a;1 is any element of D, one of the polyno
mials f and cp will be of the first degree in ªii' while the other will 
not involve this variable. 

Let us denote by f that one of the two polynomials which involvea 
aa, any element of the principal diagonal of D. Then cp does not 

• 
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involve any element of the ith row or the ith column. For if it did, 
since f is of the first degree in a,. and cp is of the zeroth, their product 
D would involve terms containing products of the form a--a-- or . .. ., 
IJ;l,.r• which, from the definition of a determinant, · is impossible. 
Consequently, if either one of the polynomials f and cp contains any 
element of the principal diagonal of D, it must contain all the ele
ments standing in the same row and all those standing in the same 
column with this one, and none of these can occur in the other 
polynomial. 

Now supposef contains a;; and that cp contains any other element 
of the principal diagonal, say a11• Then a;1 and a1, can be in neither f 
nor !f,, which is impossible. Hence, if f contains any one of the ele, 
ments in the principal diagonal, it must contain all the others, and 
hence all the elements, and our theorem is proved. 

THEOREM 2. The symmetrical determinant 

ªn1 •.. a,.n 

i, an irreducible polynomial if its ½ n ( n + 1) elements be regarded as 
independent variables. 

The proof gi ven for the last theorem holds, almost word for word, 
in this case also, the only difference being that while D is of the first 
degree in each of the elements of its principal diagonal, it is of the 
aecond degree in each of the other elements. The slight changes in 
the proof made necessary by this difference are left to the reader. 

EXERCISES 

L The general bordered determinant 

a11,,, a1,. t111 ••• u1., 

a,.1 ... a,.,. u,.1 ... u"l' 

Vu, .. V¡,. o ... o 
. 

Vpt , • , v.,,. o ... o 
•irreducible if p < n, the a's, u's, and Í,'s being regarded as independent variables. 

2. The symmetrical bordered determinant obtained from the determinant Íll 

hercise 1 by letting aq = ª" Uu = VJI is irreducible if p < n. 
11' 
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3. If for certain values of i and j, but not for all, ªIJ = a1,, but ü tbe a'a lle 
otherwise independent, can we still say that 

an .•• ª111 

is irreducible ? 

4. Prove that a skew-symmetric determinant ( cf. Exercises 2, 3, § 20) 4s ahv&JI 
reducible by showing that, when it is of even order, it is a perfect square. 

[SuoGESTION. Use Corollary 3, § 11, and Theorem 6 and Exercise 1, § 76.] 
Does this theorem require any modification if the elements are real and we 

consider reducibility in the domain of reals? 

62. Corresponding Homogeneous and N'on-Homogeneous Polyuo
mials. It is often convenient to consider side by side two polyno
mials, one homogeneous and the other non-homogeneous, which 
'bear to one another the same relation as the first members of the 
equations of a plane curve or of a surface in homogeneous a~d non
homogeneous coordinates respectively. Such polynomials we will 
speak. of as corresponding to one another according to the following 
definition: 

DEFINITION. If we have a non-homogeneous polynomial of tlie ktA 
de,qree in any number of variables ( Xi, .. · x,. _ 1) and form a new poly• 
nomial by multiplying each term of the old by the power of a 1lell 

variable x,. necessary to bring up the degree of tliis term to k, the homo
geneous polynomial thus formed shall be said to correspond to the givtt 
non-homogeneous polynomial. 

Thus the two polynomials 

(1) 2x~+3x2y-5xz2 -yz +2z2 +x -3!! -9, 

(2) 2x8 + 3x2y - 5xz2 - yzt + 2z2t + xt2 - 3 yt2 - 9'3, 

correspond to each other. 
It may be noticed that if e/> (x1, ... Xn-i) is the non-homogeneoUB 

polynomial of degree k, the corresponding homogeneous polynomial 
may be written 

_-1, A. (2 :E-2 x.!!=.l) X"ñ't' ', •••• 
x,. x,. x,. 

To every non-ho.mogeneous polynomial there corresponds one, and 
only one, homogeneous polynomial. Conversely, however, to a 
bomogeneous polynomial in n variables there correspond in general 
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• différent non-homogeneous polynomials which are obtained by set
ting one of the variables equal to l. For instance, in the example 
given above, to (2) corresponds not only (1) but also 

(3) 2 +3y -5z2 -yzt+2z2t+t2 -3yt2-9t8, 

(4) 2x8 + 3x2 - 5xz2 - zt + 2z2t + xt2 - 3t2 - 9t3, 

(5) 2x8+3x2y-5x -yt +2t +xt2 -3yt2 -9t8. 

It should be noticed, however, that if one of the variables enters into 
every term of a homogeneous polynomial, the result of setting this 
vaJ:iable equal to unity is to give, not a corresponding non-horuo
geneous polynomial, but a polynomial of lower degree. In fact, in 
the extreme case in which every variable enters into every term of 
the homogeneous polynomial, there is no corresponding non-horno-· 
geneous polynomial; as, for instance, in the case of the polynomial 

x2yz + xy2z + xyz2• 

THEOREM l. If one of two corresponding polynomials is reducible, 
tlien the other is, also, and the factors of each polynomial correspond to 
tAe factors of the other. 

For let cf>(x1, ... x,.) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
(k + l), and suppose it can be factored into two factors of degrees 
k and l, respectively, 

(6) c/>1<+1(X1, ·" x,.) = ,fr/x¡, ... X,.) X1(X¡, '" Xn)• 

Now suppose the corresponding non-homogeneous polynomial in 
question is the one formed by setting x,. = l. W e have 

(7) c/>1<+1(X1, ... Xn-i, 1) = tix1, ... Xn-1, 1) Xz(X¡, ... Xn-1, 1). 

Since by hypothesis the degree of the polynomial · on the left is 
unchanged by this operation, neither of the factors on the right
hand side of (6) can have had its degree reduced, hence neither 
of the factors on the right of (7) is a constant. Our non-homo
geneous polynomial is therefore reducible; and moreover the two 
factors on the right of (7), being of degrees k and l respectively, 
are precisely the two functions corresponding to the two factors on 
Uie right of (6). 
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Now, let <l>Hl(Zi, •·· xn-1) be a non-homogeneous polynomial, 1111} 

suppose 

where the subscripts denote the degrees of the polynomials. Let 
«f>1cw tH,, Xk+z be the homogeneous polynomials corresponding t,o 

<l>, 'I', X. Then when Xn * O, 

<l>,1:+z (Xi, ... X11-¡) = 'l',1: (Xi, • .. Xn-1) x,(~, . "Xn-J), 
Xn Xn Xn Xn Xn Xn 

Multiplying this equation by :i;!+l we have 

1f>k+1(x1, • .. Xn-1, Xn) = ti:i:i, ... X11-1, Xn) x,(xi, ... Xn-1, Xn} 

an equation which holds whenever Xn * O, and, therefore, by Theorem 
5, § 2, is an identity. Thus our theorem is proved. 

As a simple illustration of the way in which this theorem may be 
applied we mention the condition for reducibility of a non-homo, 
geneous quadratic polynomial in any number of variables. By 
applying the test of § 4 7 to the corresponding homogeneous poly• 
nomial we obtain at once a test for the reducibility of any non
homogeneous quadratic polynomial. 

THEOREM 2. Ij f and q, are non-homogeneous polynomials, atld 
.F, <l> are the aorresponding homogeneous polynomials, a neaessary mul 
sufficient aondition that F and <l> be relatively prime is that f a!ld 
q, be relatively prime. 

For if f and q, have a common factor ,¡r which is nota constan~ 
the homogeneous polynomial 'I' which corresponds to t is, by 
Theorem 1, a common factor of F and <l>, and is clearly nota con• 
stant. Conversely, if 'I' is a common factor of F and <l> which ÍI 
not a constantd and q, will have, by Theorem 1, a common factAI? 
which corresponds to 'I' and which therefore cannot be a mere 
constan t. 

63. Division of Polynomials. W e will consider :first two polyno
mials in one variable: 

(1) {
f(x) = ªox' + ~xf-1 + ... + ªm 
q, (x) = b0xm + b1xm-1 + •·· + bm. 
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We learn in elementary algebra how to divide/ by cp, getting a 
quotient Q (x) and a remainder R (x). What is . essential here i~ 
'1:0ntained in the following theorem : 

THEOREM l. Ij f and q> are two polynomials in x of whiah q> is 
,wt identiaally zero, there exists one, and only one, paír of polynomials, 
Q and R, whiah satisfy the ídentíty 

(2) f(x) = Q(x) cp (x) + R (x), 

tmd such that either R= O,* or the degree of R is less than the degree of q,. 
W e begin by proving that at least one pair of polynomials Q, R 

e:rists which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
· lf f is of lower degree than q, ( or if f = O~ the truth of this state
ment is obvious, for we may then let Q = O, R =Í· 

Suppose, then, that f is of at least as high degree as q,. W riting 
f and q, in the form (1 ), we may assume 

a0 -=1=0, b0 -=1=0, n~m. 

LEMMA.. Ij q, is not of higher degree than f, there exist two polyno
mials Q1 and R 1 whiah satisfy the identity 

f(x)= Q1(x)cf>(x) + R1(x), 

and suah that either R 1 = O, or the degree of R1 is less than the degree off. 

The truth of this lemma is obvious if we let 

Ql (x) = ~xn-m • 
o 

These two polynomials Q1 and R1 will serve as the polynomials Q 
and R of our tbeorem if R 1 =O, or if the degree of R 1 is less than the 
degree of q,. If not, apply the lemma again to tbe two functions R1 

,nd cf>, getting R
1 
(x) = Q2Vc) cp(x) + R2 (x), 

where R
2 

is either identícall y zero or is of lower degree than Rr W e 

maythen write, f(i) = [Q
1
(x)+ Q2(x)J cp(x)+R2 (x). 

If R
2 
= O, or if tbe degree of R2 is less tban the degree of cf>, we may 

take for the polynomials Q, R of our theorem, Q1 + Q2 and R,.. If 
not, we apply our lemma again to R2 and cf>. Proceeding in this way 

• 1t will be remero bered that, according to the definition we have adopted, a polyno

mial whicb vanishes identirally has no degree. 
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we get a series of polynomials R1, R 2, • • • whose degrees are con. 
stantly decreasing. We therefore, after a certain number of stepa, 
reach a polynomÍal R, which is either identically zero or of degree 
less than <f,. Combining the identities obtained up to this point, we 

have f(x)= [Q1(x)+ ... + Q,(x)] <f,(x)+R,(x), 

an identity which proves the part of our theorem which states tbat 
a.t least one pair of polynomials Q, R of the kind described existe.• 

Suppose now that besides the polynomials Q, R of the theoren. 
there existed a second pair of polynomials Q', R' satisfying the samc 
conditions. Subtracting from (2) the similar identity. involving 
Q', R', we have 
(3) O=(Q- Q') cp+(R-R'). 

From this we infer, as was to be proved, 

Q= Q', R=R'. 

For if Q and Q' were not identical, the first term on the right of (8) 
would be of at least the mth degree, while the second involves no 
power of x as high as m. 

Turning now to polynomials in several variables : 

¡ f(x1, ·•• X¡,) :=ao(x2, •·· Xt)a:1 + ai(zz, ••· X¡,)xrl + ••· +an{xz, ••• Zt}, 

(
4
) cp(xl' •·· xt) = bo(x2, •·· Xt)x'i + bi(:~2, ••• x1)xi-1 + ··· +bm(x2, ··• Xi~ 

the ordinary method of dividing f by cp would give usas quotient and 
remainder, not polynomials, but fractional rational functions. In 
order to avoid this, we state our theorem in the following forro : 

THEOREM 2. If f and cp are polynomials in (.x¡_, •·· X¡,) of which 4' 
is 11,()t identically zero, there exist polynomials Q, R, P, of which tlll 
last is not identically zero and does not involve the variable x1, whicl 
satisfy the identity, 

(5) P(x2, •·· x/)f(x1, •··X¡,)= Q(x1, •·· X¡,)cp(x1, •·· X¡,)+ R(x1, •·· Xt~ 

and such that either R = O, or the degree ~n x1 of R is less than the de9rN 
in X¡ of cp. 

The proof of this theorem follows the same lines as the proof 
of Theorem 1. 

• The reader should notice that the process just used is merely the ordinar¡ proc:t9 
of long division. 
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lff is of lower degree in x1 than <f, ( or if f = O), the truth of the 
tJaeorem is obvious, for we may then let P = 1, Q = O, R = f. 

Suppose, then, that f is of at least · as high degree in :r¡ as <f,. 
Writing f and cp in the forro ( 4), we may assume 

a0 $. O, b0 $. O, n ~ m. 

LEMMA. If cp is not of higher degree in x1 than f, there exist two 
rlynomials Q1, R1 which satisfy the identity, 

bo(x2, ••• x¡,)f(x1, ••· x.t)= Q1(x1, ··· xi)cf>(xl' •·· x.t)+Ri(x1, ... x.t), 

and such that either R1 = O, or the degree of R1 in x1 is less than tlu. 
de9ree off in 1 . 

The truth of this lemma is obvious if we let 

Q1 = ao(x2, • •· x.t) x¡-m . 

The polynom1als Ql' R1, b0 will serve as the polynomials Q, R, P 
of our theorem if R1 = O, or if the degree of R1 in x1 is less than the 
degree of <f, in Xr lf not, apply the lemma again to the two functions 
R, and <f,, getting 

bo(x2' ··· xi)Ri(x1, ... xk)= Qz(x1, ··· x,.,)cp(x1, ··· xk)+ Rz(x1, •·· x.1;), 

where R2 is either identically zero or is of lower degree in x1 than R
1
• 

We may then write bif = (bo Q1 + Qz)cp + Rz· 

If R2 = O, or if the degree of R2 in x1 is less than the degree of cp in 
z1, we may take for the polynomials Q, R, P of our theorem the 
functions b0Q1 + Q2, R2, b5. If not, we apply our lemma again to R

2 
and <f,. Proceeding in this way, we get a series of polynomials 
R1, R2, ••• whose degrees in x1 are constantly decreasing. We there• 
fore, after a certain number of steps, reach a polynomial R, which i, 
either identically zero, or of degree in x1 less than <f,. Combining 
the identities obtained up to this point, we have 

btif =(b~-1Q1 + bt2Qz + ... + Q;)cp + R¡, 

an identity which proves our theorem, and which also establishes the 
additional result: 

ÜOROLLARY. The polynomial P whose existence is stated in c>U'I 

theorem may be taken as a power of b0• 
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We note that it would obviously not be correct to add to the 
statement of Theorem 2 the further statement that there is only 
one set of polynomials Q, R, P, since the identity (5) may be multi
plied by any polynoruial i11 ( x2, • .. x,.) without changing its ÍOl'lD. 

Cf., however, the exercise at the end of § 73. 

64. A Special Transformation of a Polynomial. Suppose tha, 
fiA,x

2
,:c

8
,x

4
) is a homogeneous polynomial of the kth degree in 

the homogeneous coordinates (x1, x2, x8, x4), so that tbe equation 
f = O represents a surface of the kth degree. If, in f, the term in 
~ has tbe coefficient zero, the surface passes through the origin; 
a.nd if the term in xf ( or x~, or x~) has the coefficient zero, the 
surface passes through tbe point at infinity on the axis of zt 
( or x

11
, or x3). It is clear that these peculiarities of the surface 

can be avoided, and that, too, in an infinite variety of ways, by sub
jecting the surface to a non-singular collineation wbich carries over 
any four non-complanar points, no one of which lies on the surface, 
into the origin and tbe three points at infinity on the coordinate 
axes. It is this fact, generalized to the case of n variables, whicl
we now proceed to prove. 

LEMMA. If f(x1, •·· x,.) is a homogeneous polynomial of the kth 
degree in which the term ~ is wanting, there exists a non-singular 
linear transformation of thf' variables ( x1, · · · xn) which carries finto a 

new jorm / 1, in which the term in x/nk has a co~ffecient dijferent frQ1/I 
zero, while the coefficients of the kth powers of tlie other variables hav, 
not been changed. 

In proving this theorem there is obviously no real loss of gener
ality in taking as tbe variable xm the last of the variables x,.. 

Let us tben consider the non-singular transformation 

x, =x: + a;x~ (i = 1, •·· n-1} 
X,.=X~ 

Tbis transformation carries / into 

fh!i, •·• x'n)=Í(Xi +a1:J.., ... X:.-1 +an-1X~, :J..} 

and evidently does not change the coefficients of the terms Íll 

~t, ··· X:-r 
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Now, since every term inj1, except the term in x'f, contains at least 
one of the variables xi, · · · x',. _ 1, tbe coefficíent of the term in x'! will 
be 

Our lemma will therefore be proved if we can show tbat tbe 
constants a1, · · · a,,_ 1 can be so chosen that this q uantity is not zero. 

Let us take any point (bl' • •· bn) for which b,. *O; and consider 
a neighborhood of this point sufficiently small so tbat x,. does 
not vanish at any point in this neighborhood. Then, since f 
does not vanish identically, we can find a point (c1, •.• e,.) in this 
neigbborhood (so that e,.* O) such that 

J(c1, •·· e,.)* O. 

lf now we take for a1, •·· a,,_1 the values e¡/ e,., ..• e,._ Je,., we shall 
have, sincef is homogeneous, 

f(a1, •·· a11 _ 1, 1) =fo- O. 
Thus our lemma is proved. 

THEOREM 1. If f ( x1, • • • x,.) is a homogeneous polynomial of the kth 
degree, there exists a non-singular linear transformation which carries 
finto a new Jorm j 1 in which the terms in x'~, .. x'! all have coefficient, 
dijferent jrom zero. 

The proof of this theorem follows at once from the preceding 
lemma. For we need merely to perform in succession the trans
formations which cause the coefficients first of xf, then of ~' etc., 
to become different from zero, and which our lemma as:mres us 
will exist and be non-singular, to obtain the transformation we 
want. To make sure of this it is necessary merely to notice that 
the coefficient of xf obtained by the first transformation will not 
be changed by the subsequent transformations; that the same 
will he true of the coefficient of ~ obtained by the second trans• 
formation; etc. 

TREOREM 2. If f(x1, •·· xn) ?°s a polynomial of the kth degree 
which is not necessarily homogeneous, thei·e exists a non-singular 
homogeneous linear transformation of (x1, ••• x,.) which makes this 
polynomial of the kth degree in each of the variables Xi, • • • x~ taken 
tepara~ly. 
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If f is horoogeneous, this is equivalent to Theorero l. If / ia 
non-homogeneous, we roay write it in the forro 

j(x1, .•. x,.)=cf>k(x1, •·· x,.)+cf>k-1(x1, ··· x,.)+ ··· +cf>1(x1, ··· x,.)+cf>oi 

where each cf> is a homogeneous polynomial of the degree indicated 
by its subscript or else is identically zero. W e need now roerely t.o 
apply Theorem 1 to the horoogeneous polynomial 'Pk, which is, of 
course, not identically zero. 

This theorem, and therefore also Theorero 1, which is merely a 
special case of it, admita the following generalization to the case of a 
system of functions : 

THEOREM 3. If we have a system of polynomials 

f¡(x1, · ... x,.), f 2(xi, ··· x,.), ...... fm(x1, ... x,.), 

of degrees k
1
, k

2
, ... km respectively, there exists a non-singular horno• 

geneous linear tran~f ormation which makes these polynomials of degree, 
k

1
, ... km in each of the variables xi, ... x~ taken separately. 

This theorem roay be proved either by the same method used ii; 
proving Theoreros 1, 2; or by applying Theorero 2 to the produot 

Í1Í'l "'f,,.. 

CHAPTER XV 

F'ACTORS AND COMMON FACTORS OF POLYNOMIALS IN ONE 
VARIABLE AND OF BINARY FORMS. 

65. Fundamental Theorems on the Factoring of Polynomials in 
One Variable and of Binary Forms. Theorem 2, § 6 may be stated 
in the following forro : 

THEOREM l. A polynomial of the nth degree in one variable i& 
always reducible when n > 1. It can be resolved ínto the product of n 
linear factors in one, and essentially in only one, way. 

By means of § 62 we can deduce froro this a similar theorem in 
the case of the binary forro 

(1) 

Let us first assuroe that a0 =t= O. Then the non-homogeneous poly
nomial 

corresponds to (1), aocording to the definition of § 62. Factoring 
(2), we get 

. 
or, if we take n constants a!f, '4, ... a~ whose product is a07 

(3) 

where for brevity we have written 

( i = 1, 2, ... n ). 

By Theorem 1, § 62, we now infer that the binary forro (1) is identi• 
eall y eq ual to 

(4) 


